MARY WARD:

A WISDOM FIGURE FROM THE PAST
MARY WARD 1645
“God will assist and help you; it is no matter the who but the what, and when God shall enable me to
be in place, I will serve you.”

Wisdom figures are those from the past whose lives
continue to speak with some relevance to our own
time. Jesus is obviously the Wisdom figure par
excellence for Christians, but there is a cloud of
witnesses, friends of God and prophets, whose voices
speak tellingly today. It may help for you to recall if
anyone in the Christian story, either recently or in the
far past, has ever appealed strongly to you: what
qualities drew you to his or her story?
History has largely been written glorifying the
successful ones, but sometimes from the life and
experience of someone crushed in her own time, a
quite startling voice comes through to the present.
Mary Ward’s is one such voice. She was condemned
by a Church leadership unable to imagine new roles
for women, silenced for centuries and remains
unrecognised among those named official ‘saints’ of
the Church. Nonetheless, her commitment to God,
her humour, integrity and ability to live out
forgiveness and reconciliation continue to offer a
unique message. The sources we have for her life are
some autobiographical fragments, a record of some
speeches, successive plans for the order, some letters
to her friends and Church authorities, a short
biography by her companions and an amazing series
of 50 paintings of her life. Commissioned by her
Sisters in the years soon after her death, these are a
testament to their belief that her name would one
day be cleared. Given the history of the order, and
location of its key houses amidst ruthless European
wars over four centuries, it is amazing that even these
records remain.
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CONTEXT
Born in 1585 in Protestant England, Mary Ward
belonged to a Catholic family caught in the tension
between religion and politics. Like many on both sides
of the struggle between the Reformers and Rome, her
family placed a higher priority on the right to follow
one’s religious beliefs and spirituality than on status,
comfort, or possessions. As resistance leaders they
alternated spells in jail with property loss, more active
resistance with periods of underground activity and
flight. Children in these households grew up knowing
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the critical importance of faith. They also had a pride
in and love of their country and highly developed
sense of the importance of personal conscience. Her
family moved often to avoid prison and fines for not
attending church. Having close connections with
leading Catholic families, her parents placed Mary, the
eldest of the five children, in other households for
much of her youth. Some women from these families,
particularly Mary’s grandmother, Ursula Wright and
Lady Grace Babthorpe had spent years in prison for
their faith. Despite fears of spies they ran households
that resembled in some ways the ordered life of the
former monasteries. Mary received an education
which included literacy in English, Latin and possibly
French as well as a thorough grounding in the spiritual
life.
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Mary was born into a Catholic Church regrouping after
sixty years marked by a disastrous loss of people and
power as whole countries broke free of Roman
ecclesial control. Tightening defences in reaction to
the Reformers, spiritual, theological and organisational
renewal movements removed many abuses and
brought new energy to the church.
However, fears and tensions fuelled a centralisation
and control which boded ill for anyone with new ideas
or a new vision. While northern countries like England
and the Spanish Netherlands had experienced
women’s capacities for enterprise and leadership, the
Papal States had not been exposed to this
opportunity!

HER VOCATION
As a young woman Mary worked out that any
relationship with God must be based on freedom; fear
and guilt were destructive of love: “I will do these
things (small religious practices) with love and
freedom or leave them alone.” She also learnt
independence, going against the instructions,
purporting to come from her father, forbidding her
first communion. She was only twelve, but decided
since it was so unlike him, it must be false. Despite
family pressures she declined a number of offers of
marriage, even when it was hoped one of these would
advance the resistance by uniting two stalwart
Catholic families. An inner conviction that God was to
be the focus of her life drew her towards a life of
complete seclusion; at that time the only option
available to Catholic young women choosing religious
life.
This choice meant an enormous upheaval. Any
practice of the Catholic religion was forbidden in
England. After six years of holding her ground, she
finally persuaded her parents and her spiritual adviser
that consecrated religious life was indeed her
vocation. In 1605 she left her family and her beloved
England and crossed the Channel, travelling on false
papers and avoiding secret police in ways not unlike
boat-people today. In a contrast to today, such
refugees were welcomed in the Catholic Netherlands
despite the overcrowding that had occurred there due
to fifty years religious persecution in surrounding
countries. Arriving as a total stranger she went to the
English College of the Jesuits, where a priest told her it
was God’s will that she enter the Poor Clares as an
“out-sister.” This turned out to entail not seclusion but
begging from door to door for food for the
community. She became convinced that this was not
God’s way for her, but she stayed in this role for
almost a year, wearing down her health by the
hardships involved. Perhaps her special concern for
the poor, and the ease she showed in their company
came from this time of first-hand experience of their
lives. She also developed a trust in divine Providence,
which would ground her life in the years ahead, when
so often she and her companions lacked adequate
housing, money, food, transport and even writing
paper.
After leaving this convent, Mary’s next step was to
found a Poor Clare monastery for English women. She
wanted no half-measures and understood this was the
strictest rule. As a foreigner, and a young woman of
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twenty-two or three, she approached the bishop, the
town planners and the court of the local ruler, Isabella
Clara Eugenia, the daughter of Philip of Spain to
organise the building of a suitable convent! It was
completed within a couple of years. The bishop
arranged for some of the English members of the
previous convent to become founding members
Mary organised a Jesuit priest to give a thirty day
retreat to the first inhabitants. As someone yet to
receive the habit, she showed remarkable gifts of
organisation, negotiation and persuasion, since
another convent was not high on the priority list of
the local inhabitants, nor was a move necessarily the
desire of all who were transferred from the original
convent. While this new venture flourished, in prayer
it became clear to Mary that this choice of cloistered
austerity and prayerful solitude was not for her. She
received no help in discernment this time. Everyone,
including her confessor, was aghast at her decision. In
the loneliness of this period, her certainty that God
was working in her despite these false starts
developed in her an amazing capacity for
discernment.
At twenty four, having been jeered at as a runaway
nun, she was alone, back in England, spending her
time and money to build up the faith of others. She
waited for God to show her the next step. The
experience that convinced her that God was calling
her to something other than cloistered life came while
she was doing her hair in front of the mirror.
It was not a ‘vanity, vanity, all is vanity’ type
experience, but a deeply moving reassurance that
God’s glory could be served by her, a confirmation
that she did have a contribution to make in some new
but as yet unclear way. In an era when church
authorities thought that a woman might save her own
soul by prayer and fasting, but was too fickle to be of
any assistance to others, Mary’s conviction reflected
her youthful exposure to women whose lives
contradicted this viewpoint and possibly the
experience of her friends who also worked
underground in London to support the Catholic faith.
A group of young women were drawn to this new
combination of commitment of their whole life to God
with an active outreach to their neighbours. Winifred
Wigmore, Barbara Babthorpe, Susanna Rookwood,
Catherine Smith, Johanna Browne, Mary Poyntz and
her own sister Barbara Ward joined her as she
embarked once more across the channel. They bought
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a house in St. Omer, which they “ordered in such a
way so as to live in regular observance, their clothes,
very grave and retired, but not of the monastical”
There they began a school for young English women
refugees, and also one for local girls. As a small circle
of friends, without much money or any acknowledged
status, they waited for two years, praying and fasting
in an effort to discern the shape of this life together.
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FINDING A NEW WAY
This waiting between 1609 and 1611 contrasts with
Mary’s earlier and later ability to move rapidly. In late
1611 clarity came. Mary had been sick with the
measles and was recovering when in prayer she heard
intellectually the direction she was to take. The few
words “Take the Same of the Society … gave so great a
measure of light in that particular Institute [rule], so
much comfort and strength, and so changed the
whole soul that it was impossible for me to doubt that
they came from Him whose words are works. My
confessor resisted, all the Society opposed, various
plans were drawn up by various persons, some of
which were approved and greatly commended by the
last bishop, Blaise of St. Omer, our so great friend and
other divines. These were offered us and as it were
pressed upon us; there was no remedy but to refuse
them. This caused infinite troubles.” Decisive
influences from her youth had predisposed her to
adopting Ignatian spirituality, but until then the
possibility of a women’s order based on the actual
constitutions of the Society of Jesus had not been
considered. Now she saw this was the way God was
indicating. Writing in 1619, when there was dissension
within the community about the wisdom of this
course, she says, “These are the words whose worth
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cannot be valued, not the good they contain too
dearly bought; these gave sight where there was
none, made known what God would have done, gave
strength to suffer what since hath happened,
assurance of what is wished for in time to come. And
if ever I be worth to do anything more about the
Institute, hither I must come to draw.”
But this way was to win her no friends. Though Mary
made it quite clear that she did not want any legal or
structural link with the Jesuit order, Jesuits and nonJesuits alike were dismayed. The Jesuits were men
highly trained in the universities and theology schools
of Europe. They were privileged with exemption from
enclosure or recitation of the Office in choir and
permitted to move across dioceses, not bound by the
authority of the local bishop, since they were directly
responsible to the Pope through their General
Superior. For women to aspire to this was beyond
comprehension. An active apostolate for women, like
many good ideas, had the affirmation of synchronicity.
Across Europe, other women were beginning similar
ventures, but usually they were persuaded to operate
outside the bounds of religious life, or else they
moderated their plans to accommodate church rulings
which insisted on habit, enclosure, and placed any
such group under the control of a local bishop or a
male religious superior.
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Mary and her friends were convinced God wanted an
order of women, under a woman’s leadership,
responsible only to the Pope, free to be sent wherever
there was a need, to work at defending the faith and
promoting it “through any means congruous to the
times.” She knew that to be effective in England her
women would need to live sometimes in rich
households, sometimes in servant’s quarters, so
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enclosure and habit were impossible. She took for
granted the ability of women to read the signs of their
times and to respond where the need seemed
greatest, and to remain faithful in such contexts. Two
main needs in her time were adult faith education,
which her women carried on in secret in England, and
the education of girls which they embarked on across
Europe. Mary wanted no watering down either of the
right to be vowed religious within the church or the
freedom required to work creatively with people. She
even wanted her group to be called the Society of
Jesus.

COUNTER FORCES
During the next few years, a plan for the Institute was
drawn up by Mary’s spiritual director Fr Roger Lee,
who was under pressure from his Jesuit superiors to
block the direction in which Mary was heading. This
first plan lacked reference to the central conviction
that this was to be a women’s order of the Jesuits.
Mary had a vow of obedience to Roger Lee, so she
was caught in a hard place. In 1615, just before his
death, she wrote to him about a deep spiritual
experience from her retreat, in which she had further
insights about this way of life for women. The words
freedom, justice and sincerity, captured for her the
essence of the spirituality needed by apostolic
women: freed from undue attachments so that they
could constantly make God their reference point,
ready to apply themselves to all works of justice and
prepared to “be such as we appear and appear such
as we are.” This was another way of expressing the
Ignatian insight that despite some spiritual traditions
which believed holiness lay in a withdrawal from the
world, God encounters us and draws us to holiness in
everyday life through the service of others. For Mary,
sincerity was a word linked closely to verity, truth. She
realised that if women, who lacked the education
available to men, were to defend the faith adequately
they required a spirituality grounded in openness to
God’s grace so that “we should gain at God’s hands,
true wisdom, and ability to perform all such other
things as the perfection of this Institute requires of
us.” Somewhere in the years around 1615 -1620, Mary
seems to have obtained a copy of the Jesuit rule and
even perhaps the Jesuit constitutions. The Third Plan
for the Institute which appears after 1617 is clearly
Ignatian in character.
Between 1611 and 1620, Mary went a few times to
England where she joined some other companions in
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the itinerant ministry there, dressed as servant or lady
as the work required. Their presence was secret, even
from many priests. She was imprisoned at least once,
and had other close escapes from government spies.
The Archbishop of Canterbury thought she was doing
more harm than seven Jesuits, which was praise
indeed from Mary’s perspective, but probably raised
the ire of priests on the English mission. The secular
priests were already locked in dispute with the Jesuits
and saw these women as a third column of Jesuit
infiltration; the Jesuits wanted nothing to do with
women who dared aspire to a way of life which only
well-formed men should dare undertake. Reports
went to Rome of “galloping girls” and “wandering
gossips.” Jesuits reported to their General that these
women were spreading their circle of influence and
had to be stopped. Jesuits were forbidden by their
Constitutions from taking responsibility for a women’s
order. It was feared, probably correctly, that some
Jesuits were playing too significant a role in shaping
the would-be order.
From 1617 we have the record of Mary’s robust
response to a visiting English priest who remarked
that the fervour of this growing band of women would
soon decay “since they are but women!” She knew
this type of attitude: she told the young women that
she once sat listening to a priest say he thanked God
he was not a woman, since women could not
apprehend God. “I answered nothing only smiled,
although I could have answered him by the experience
I have of the contrary. I could have been sorry for his
want of judgement. I mean not his want of judgement,
for he is a man of very good judgement; his want is in
experience.” Mary recognised that this prejudice, that
women were incapable of sustained relationship with
God; could damage their confidence, and named it “a
lie, and with respect to the good father, may say it is
an error. I would to God that all men understood this
verity that women, if they will be perfect, and if they
[the men] would not make us believe we can do
nothing and that we are but women, we might do
great matters.” She urged her women to “love verity”
and seek true knowledge because it would bring them
closer to the wisdom of God who is Verity itself.
During these years, the second community based in
Liege, was rent by internal discontent, made worse by
financial entanglements and problems. The discord
was fanned by some Jesuits adverse to her plans.
Possibly in response to this, since their vows were not
yet officially accepted by the church, the members
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bound themselves to Mary as General Superior by a
form of civil contract, which would unite them until
the rule was recognised. Clearly confirmation by Rome
was imperative if they were to resist the growing
negativity. In October 1621 Mary with a few
companions left Liege and began the first of her
journeys on foot across Europe. They were poor: the
company of eight had two horses, one for the baggage
and one “to ease whoever should be weary”. They
covered the 1500 mile journey through rain and snow
and across the Alps, arriving in Rome for Christmas.
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Mary presented her proposal personally to the Pope,
and hoped for a quick answer. She was to learn the
hard way that Rome takes its time and does not
necessarily work through a process of detached
discernment! She would not resort to any
prevarication, but kept insisting that what she asked
for was possible and valuable: she could point to ten
years of actual practice. However, she faced an
entrenched ideology, supported by constant reports
from priests in England, which decried women
attempting this new way of life. Her opponents could
and did appeal to newly formulated Canon Law.
Instead of being cowed by their spies and disapproval,
she set up houses and schools in Rome and Naples,
begging them to learn from evidence close at hand.
The very measures she took to forward her case
worked against her: a woman addressing cardinals in
Latin, arguing her case, was an anomaly not to be
encouraged. The level of suspicion, innuendo, and
attempt to discredit her personal life and that of her
sisters shows that recent efforts to discredit and
curtail people who think or act differently have a long
history. The authorities became set on eradicating this
group for ever, but they did not come into the open
and tell her there was no hope of winning approval.
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These ten years between her arrival in Rome and the
suppression of her Institute can be presented in
different ways. One can stress the attacks on her
integrity, the failure to deal with her honestly and an
inability to think outside narrow lines that
characterised the church authorities. In a letter to her
friend Winfred Wigmore she speaks about this time as
the long loneliness. It was also a time of purification,
as she learnt to entrust all to God. On the other hand,
the late twenties saw an incredible expansion.
Frustrated by the delays in Rome, Mary began the
return journey north. She detoured via Munich, where
the Prince ruler asked her to open a school. This led to
a series of such works in Munich, Vienna, Prague and
Pressburg. The civil leaders could see the value of
what she offered, while church authorities were
blinkered by past models of religious life for women.
This rapid expansion of the work of the fledgling group
stretched to breaking point the meagre finances and
also the personnel. It can be presented as foolhardy or
as a full-hearted effort to accomplish in some way the
commission she believed God had given her. It was
possibly both.

In 1630 the suppression began. The poor
communications of the time, exacerbated by the
Thirty Years War being waged all around her, meant
news came only slowly. Even slower was information
from Rome. She realised they might not get approval,
but suppression was another step entirely. Nuncios in
various regions were commissioned to close the
communities in their areas. No one bothered to tell
Mary this had been decreed. She had visited the Pope
in 1629, but he failed to inform her of this basic fact.
Mary had weathered such malice from her enemies
that she presumed these announcements, when she
heard of them, were more of their underhand work.
She sent Winfred Wigmore to Liege to ensure the
women there knew there was no truth in rumours of
suppression. However, orders had in fact been signed.
Mary was arrested in Munich and imprisoned as a
heretic. Winifred in Liege faced a similar fate.
All the sisters except those in the Munich house,
where the ruler refused to evict them, were sent away
from their houses and forbidden to live as religious.
Their schools were closed. It is hard to even imagine
the impact on these women: called heretics, publicly
reviled, turned out with no means of support in the
midst of war, so far from home. In Liege, where
detailed records of the interrogation of the sisters are
extant, it is clear that some argued that it was their
right to choose the way of life they wanted: they had
taken private vows which were between themselves
and God. No one else could annul them. Even if their
way of life was not recognised by Rome, that did not
dissolve their civil contract with Mary Ward. For
women untrained in the law, they showed that they
had a good grasp of the issues. However, it is likely
that only a small handful survived this devastating
time.
Mary was placed in a dirty and cramped cell with one
other sister, barred from all outside communication.
However, she and her companions had lived through
persecution in England. Her “lemon-juice letters,”
written to avoid detection by the authorities, remain
in the archives in Germany. She almost died during
her imprisonment. She was denied communion unless
she signed a compromising admission of guilt. She
refused, composing instead a declaration of loyalty to
the Pope. Mary’s secret letters urged her companions
to contact the Pope and inform him of her
imprisonment. After two months, she was released on
his authority, but was summoned to Rome by the
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Inquisition. She could not go for some months, given
her very frail health. Meanwhile the Bull of
Suppression was publicly nailed up around Rome and
in the areas where her women had worked. The
words of it are fierce and violent, with little regard for
compassion or truth.
When Mary reached Rome in 1632, she went to the
Pope and he agreed that she was not and had never
been a heretic. She was allowed to gather a few
remaining companions with her, but not to seek
recognition as a religious order. The Inquisition kept
up its surveillance, and Mary was refused permission
to leave Rome. Finally in 1637 her ill-health prevailed
and she was allowed north to take the spa waters. The
next year she continued on to England. Here she had
some protection with Queen Henrietta Maria in
London, but plans for a school were interrupted by
the outbreak of civil war. She went north to the
royalist stronghold of York, which was also her own
county. Despite the vicissitudes of war, the group
were unscathed though they had to move a few times
for safety reasons. However, in late 1644, Mary’s
health was failing. Knowing she was anxious for news
of the remaining companions in Rome and Munich,
Winfred, who like Mary must have been in her sixties,
offered to walk to London through the warring armies,
seeking any letters or news she could find. This she
did, returning at the end of January when Mary was in
her final illness with the news that “all ours in Rome
and elsewhere are alive and well”. Mary died a week
later, on the morning of January 30th, with three of
her earliest companions: Mary Poyntz, Winifred
Wigmore and Catherine Smith; Anne Turner, who had
been with her in prison; and Frances Bedingfield at
her side.
“She commended to the sisters the practice of their
vocation, that it be constant, efficacious and
affectionate”, with emphasis on the affectionate, and
“she took her leave, embracing us one by one.” The
sisters found a Vicar “honest enough to be bribed,”
since Catholics were often refused burial in church
grounds, and she was buried in the churchyard at
Osbaldwick. Her gravestone is now in a place of
honour inside the Anglican Church there.
Mary refused to let go of her certainty that this work
was from God, yet remained convinced that whatever
misuse of power she encountered, the Catholic
Church was God’s chosen instrument. Her forgiveness
stretched the comprehension of her closest friends, so
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much so that they said it sometimes seemed better to
be her enemy than her friend, but that did not stop
her knowing who her enemies were. She used every
means she could to establish this new work,
outwitting many a Holy Office spy in her endeavour,
but she would never sink to their methods of
vilification or against the Church. Her painful
experiences of the effects of Christian division made
loyalty and unity key values for her.
From where did Mary Ward draw this strength and
perseverance? Not surprisingly, a strong network of
women provided support and encouragement. Her
early companions especially were a company of
friends. Her letters leave no doubt as to the affection
and trust she placed in them. To them belongs the
honour of the continuance of the order. Generation
after generation persevered in the quest for
recognition of the work and of her as our founder.
That is another story, but they certainly treasured
their vocation as God’s vocation, and lived it with
constancy, efficacy and affection.
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Mary’s other resource was her deep and constantly
growing relation with the God who was for her
“Parent of parents and Friend of friends”. This unusual
address speaks of her value on friendship and family.
Its inclusivity gives it a strangely modern ring. Her
Friend of friends gave meaning to her life. Her staying
power came from frequent meditation on the
implications of following Jesus. His way was not to
remove but to forgive enemies and finally to place
everything into the hands of the Parent of parents,
whose love gave meaning and purpose to efforts that
seemingly ended in failure.
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She lived out the discipline of both patience and
courage: sometimes she waited on God’s time for the
‘new’ to come to birth, at other times she acted
decisively in fulfilment of what she saw as God’s will.
Amidst conflicting demands she practised a
discernment grounded in awareness of her own
experience, then stepped out boldly to demonstrate
the possibility of her dream. Surrounded by the shards
of her hopes, she trusted in God’s ability to bring all to
fruition. Making full use of the present and trusting
the future to God, she found herself able to forgive
and to build bridges between an intransigent church
and a new possibility. Remaining loyal, yet nev er
giving up on her own truth, she challenges both easy
compromise and frustrated withdrawal. To stay in, to
speak out, to believe that we are part of a greater
gestation, that a new Spirit will fill even this broken
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vessel we call Church, that to me is the great
challenge she leaves us.
● Take time to think about her life and note those
aspects that strike you as significant when looked at
from the perspective of the twenty-first century.
● From this short overview, is there anything about
her you find particularly attractive?
CHRISTINE E. BURKE, IBVM
This article is an adaptation of an article that originally
appeared in the journal Women-Church: Feminist
Studies in Religion, in 1992, Vol 11.
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